SUCCESS STORY

Repeat Signage
replaces paper notices
on BLM’s noticeboards
British Lead Mills (BLM) are proud of their reputation for producing quality
Rolled Lead Sheet - all manufactured to BS EN12588, which ensures thickness
consistency. The BLM site at Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, which
started production in 1932, is home the UK’s most advanced rolling mills, state
of the art robotic finishing lines and the UK’s largest recycling facility for Lead
recovered from construction demolition.

”We use the Repeat Signage
software as a replacement
for paper notices on
noticeboards.
The information displayed
on the screens includes
everything from general staff

notices, safety announcements,
Company news and job adverts
and everyone has become
very used to information being
displayed in this way.”
Roger D Riggs, IT Manager,
British Lead
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“We have setup our presentations so that the information is
displayed in the centre of the screen with feeds at the top and
bottom of the screen displaying news and sports headlines.”
“The information is put together using PowerPoint which is very
simple and allows us to use the transistions and effects from
PowerPoint on our displays which makes them look both less staid
and more professional.”

Digital download

With Repeat Signage, you can insert various media
including pictures, text, PowerPoint, documents
such as Word and Excel, page-turning PDFs, in
addition to RSS newsfeeds, real-time clocks, audio,
video, webcams and web-browsers...
You can easily create your RSS feeds by setting
up a free account on our RepeatServer.com online
portal. This allows you to quickly add news items
and once saved when you click publish, any Repeat
Signage display screens connected to the Internet
will automatically update messages.
You can also, if you prefer to amend messages
locally, use a scrolling text label instead.

News feeds can be used to display welcome
messages to visitors, give Health & Safety
announcements, alert staff to fire drills, and even
advertise jobs and display ‘Happy Birthday’ messages
to your staff.
With Repeat Signage, you can download a trial edition
onto a Windows computer to create their own designs.
You only pay a one-off licence fee when you connect
1 PC to 1 display screen, or connect 1 PC to a 2, 3 or
4 screen video wall when using Repeat Signage Media
Wall edition. Remote updating, along with 3,000
images and 4,000 icons are free-of-charge to use.
Tel: 00 44 (0)1246 435821 www.repeatsoftware.com

